
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.3.3 6.4.2013 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

� Budget changes 2014 
� Drawdown limit increased from 120% GAD rate to 150% GAD rate 
� Proposed future changes to pension rules 
� NISA changes included in all ISA reports 
� Improved text to explain lump sum death benefits for phased drawdown cases 
� Explicit statement of whether there is a change to pension lump sum death benefits 
� Bug fix for text to explain income limits for flexible drawdown pensions 
� Appendix statement for drawdown and annuities moved to end of report 
� Appendix statement for drawdown and annuities amended 
� Improvemenf text to describe a fixed rate mortgage 
� Improvement of text to describe mortgage primary concern 
� New warning text for mortgage standard valuations 
� New product provider  

o Close Asset Management 
� Improvement to early exit charges disclosure for investment bonds 
� Minor layout corrections 

 
 
Budget changes 2014 
Changes have been made to take account of the changes confirmed in the last budget: 

� Stocks and Shares ISA allowance   now £11,880 
� Junior ISA allowance    now £3,840 
� Cash ISA allowance     now £5,940 
� Income tax savings band    now £2,880 
� Age allowance     now £27,000 
� Capital gains tax allowance   now £10,900 
� Trivial commutation for pensions   now £30,000 
� Secondary trivial commutation limit  now £10,000 
� Flexible drawdown minimum secure income  now £12,000 
� Personal Pension contribution limit  now £40,000  
 

 
Unchanged allowances are: 

� Nil Rate IHT band     still £325,000 
 
 



Drawdown limit increased from 120% GAD rate to 150% GAD rate 
In the 2014 budget, it has been announced that the maximum drawdown limit has increased 
from 120% of GAD to 150%.  An example of the amended text to explain this follows: 
 

 
 
 
Proposed future changes to pension rules 
In addition to the significant relaxation of rules surrounding maximum pension withdrawals in the 
tax year ending April 2015, even greater relaxation is proposed for the succeeding tax year.  
These changes will be subject to consultation and further legislation but nonetheless are large 
enough in scope to affect decisions on suitability made today.   
 
For this reason, we have created a new section in the warning section of all pension drawdown 
and annuity reports with the exception of trivial commutations.  The new text includes an 
insertion point to explain how the recommended solution is suitable bearing in mind the 
anticipated changes. 
 

 
 
 
NISA changes included in Stocks and Shares and Cash ISA reports 
NISAs are not yet available but will be from 1 July 2014.  Full support for NISAs will be included 
in e-Suitability in time for their introduction.  In the meantime, the following text will automatically 
be included for all Cash ISA and Stocks and Shares ISA recommendations. 
 



Improved text to explain lump sum death benefits for phased drawdown cases 
Lump sum death benefits for drawdown pensions are currently subject to a tax charge of 55% if 
the plan is in drawdown or the plan owner is aged 75 or older.  In the case of phased drawdown 
cases, this only applies to the “opened” part of the plan. 
 
Previously, the text for phased drawdown cases did not explain the position properly.  Now 
automated text will be sensitive to whether drawdown or phased drawdown is selected as a sub 
need.  An example of the new death benefits text for phased drawdown cases follows: 
 

 
 
 
Explicit statement of whether there is a change to pension lump sum death benefits 
We are pleased to announce an improvement to the automated text to explain tax on lump sum 
death benefits. 
 
Now, immediately following the section explaining tax applicable on lump sum death benefits, a 
statement of whether the recommendation has caused any changes to tax is automatically 
inserted.  An example follows: 
 

 
 
 



Bug fix for text to explain income limits for flexible drawdown pensions 
It has been brought to our attention that the text to explain income limits for flexible dradown 
cases was identical to the text for capped drwdowns.  This has now been fixed and the corrected 
text follows: 
 

 
 
 
Appendix statement for drawdown and annuities moved to end of report 
For drawdown and annuity recommendations, it is important that you document as well as orally 
explain pension options in full to the client. 
 
Previously, this was achieved by inserting text in the body of the suitability report which had the 
advantage of automating the insertion without any paragraph selections.  Unfortunately though, 
the positioning of the text was compromised as ideally appendices should appear after, not 
before the adviser sign off. 
 
Now, the compromised positioning of the text has been fixed by a selectable section for this 
appendix which will appear in the closing section of all reports. 
 
In keeping with this style change, the section on Legal Wills also appears in the report as an 
appendix. 
 
 
Appendix statement for drawdown and annuities amended 
The drawdown and annuities appendix has been amended to avoid possibility of a misleading 
concerning escalating annuities.  Previously the text stated: 
 

 
 
This block of text has been amended to: 
 

 
 
Improvement of text to describe a fixed rate mortgage 
Following user feedback, the text to describe a fixed rate mortgage has been slightly improved to 
the read as follows: 
 



 
 
 
Improvement of text to describe mortgage primary concern 
Following user feedback, the text to describe a fixed rate mortgage has been slightly improved to 
the read as follows: 
 

 
 
 
New warning text for mortgage standard valuations 
In response to a user reporting post sale problems surrounding problem mortgage valuation 
reports, we have added new automated text to specifically warn of problems which may arise if a 
mortgage applicant relies solely on a standard mortgage valuation report. 
 
The new text appears in a section of the report which has been opened to user customisation in 
pre-existing case advice systems made such a warning redundant.  User customisation is 
explained in the e-Suitability user guide which may be accessed from the icon bar of report 
writer as shown below. 
 

 
 
The new text follows: 
 

 
 
 



New product provider  
Following  a request from a user, we have added Close Asset Management as a product 
provider.  Text to explain this product provider when selected follows: 
 

 
 
 
Improvement to early exit charges disclosure for investment bonds 
Previously, automated text was included to warn a client of the existence of early exit charges if 
they existed.  The alternative selection caused no text to be inserted. 
 
Now, we have included additional automated text so that commentary is made either way to 
reduce the possibility of error when reviewing the report content.  Example text for each of the 
two possibilities follows: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedence over all other development work. 
 
 
New paragraph library 
 
Amber Lite 
If you have not already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop 
down menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 



Adviser Office 
If you have not already updated the software, select the “e-Suitability data update” option from 
the drop down menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
 


